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Doodle Buddy is the most fun you can have with your finger!
Finger paint with your favourite colours and drop in playful
stamps. Connect with a friend to draw together over the Internet.

Sock Puppets lets you create your own lip-synched videos. You can
add puppets, props, scenery, and backgrounds to create videos.
Hit the record button and the puppets automatically lip-synch to
your voice.
Learn the basics of computer coding with Daisy the Dinosaur!
This fun app has an easy drag & drop interface that kids of all
ages can use to animate Daisy and make her dance on their screen.
Kids will intuitively grasp the basics of objects, sequencing, loops
and events by solving this app's challenges.
Play fun, social learning games for any subject..
Join games instantly and easily.

Puppet Edu

Easily create videos in the classroom! Children as young as five can
make videos to tell stories, explain ideas, or document their
learning.

Tapestry
Mobile

This is the companion app for Tapestry, the EYFS Online Learning
Journal, for parents and staff of schools and nurseries that use
the Tapestry system.
The app enables secure viewing and uploading of observations to
the Tapestry web service. Each observation or page can include
notes, photographs and EYFS assessments, Observations can be
uploaded in one single process that makes a new entry immediately
available or, optionally, hidden until the manager has approved
them.
Tapestry Mobile automatically locks the app whenever you close it;
but you'll be able to log back in quickly using a pin.
"This is the future of sharing stories! Fun, Simple, and Easy!"
With Story Creator you can easily create beautiful story books
containing photos, videos, text, and audio all in one gorgeous
collection. Story Creator offers a magical way to enjoy your
personal pictures, videos, and experiences with family and friends
Reading Eggs is the multi-award winning reading program used by
over 3 million children worldwide. The program provides a
comprehensive range of reading lessons and e-books that teach
kids aged 3-13 the literacy skills needed for lifetime reading
success.
Join Bee and her friends as they explore the enchanting lettersounds garden and discover the main 42 letter sounds of English
through a series of captivating games. This beautifully animated
app enables your child to learn the letter sounds (including
digraphs), letter formation, blending the sounds for reading and
identifying letter sounds in words for spelling and writing.

Story
Creator
Reading eggs

Jolly Phonics

Tap a Tune

Collins Big Cat – Around
the World

Star Fall

A fun way for young children to make music! Packed with 12
instruments and a colourful keyboard. Tap a key and it plays the
note with an engaging animation, teaching cause and effect. When
a key is tapped, the note floats to its place on the musical staff,
With the record and play buttons your child can record and play
back his own tunes and voice.
Develop your children’s reading and writing skills with Around The
World interactive book and Story Creator, from the primary
literacy specialists at Collins Education. Also available: The Steam
Train and It Was a Cold, Dark Night.
The perfect way to develop essential literacy skills and transfer
good reading to great writing. This book has been carefully
levelled for children aged 5+
The Starfall app allows members to access Starfall activities on
their tablets using an internet connection. Young children will have
fun learning reading, maths and more! Starfall offers a variety of
activities for children

Key Stage 1
Puppet Edu

Easily create videos in the classroom! Children as young as five can
make videos to tell stories, explain ideas, or document their
learning.

Daisy
Dinosaur

Learn the basics of computer coding with Daisy the Dinosaur!
This fun app has an easy drag & drop interface that kids of all
ages can use to animate Daisy and make her dance on their screen.
Kids will intuitively grasp the basics of objects, sequencing, loops
and events by solving this app's challenges.
"This is the future of sharing stories! Fun, Simple, and Easy!"
With Story Creator you can easily create beautiful story books
containing photos, videos, text, and audio all in one gorgeous
collection. Story Creator offers a magical way to enjoy your
personal pictures, videos, and experiences with family and friends
Create your own shows with animation and audio in real time! Pick
out your actors and backdrops, drag them on to the stage, and tap
record. This app is as fun as your own creativity. Act out a story
of Pirates on the high seas, fight as scary monsters, or play the
part of a Wild West bandit on the loose.

Story
Creator
Puppet Pals
HD

Bee Bot

4beats

The new Bee-Bot App has been developed based on our well-loved,
award-winning Bee-Bot floor robot. The app makes use of BeeBot's keypad functionality and enables children to improve their
skills in directional language and programming through sequences
of forwards, backwards, left and right 90 degree turns.
4Beats – the absolutely easiest and powerful way to create your
own genuine songs, anytime, anywhere.
4Beats comes with 270 genuine music samples.

Sumdog

Millions of students worldwide play Sumdog's multiplayer games,
to learn mathematics, reading and writing.
This app currently has fifteen of Sumdog's most popular games
with more being adding. To play, login with your normal Sumdog
details.

Scratch Jr

With Scratch Jr, young children (ages 5-7) learn important new
skills as they program their own interactive stories and games.
By snapping together graphical programming blocks, children can
make characters move, jump, dance, and sing. In the process,
children learn to solve problems, design projects, and express
themselves creatively on the computer. They also use math and
language in a meaningful and motivating context. With Scratch Jr,
children don’t just learn to code, they code to learn.

Key Stage 2
Skitch

See something that sparks an idea? Use Skitch to snap it,
annotate on to it with simple tools. Your bold ideas stand
out even brighter with Skitch.

Padlet

Padlet is a digital canvas to create beautiful projects that
are easy to share and collaborate on.
It works like a piece of paper. We give you an empty page a padlet - and you can put whatever you like on it. Drag in a
video, record an interview, snap a selfie, write your own
text posts or upload some documents.

4beats

HP Aurasma is changing the way we interact with the world.
Discover augmented reality experiences, create your own Auras,
Bring photos, posters, birthday cards, and more to life. We can’t
wait to see what you create!
You can also check out the website
www.aurasma.com
4Beats – the absolutely easiest and powerful way to create your
own genuine songs, anytime, anywhere.
4Beats comes with 270 genuine music samples.

Book Creator

Book Creator is the simple way to make your own beautiful
ebooks, right on your iPad. Record sound effects and your
own voice to narrate your very own book.

Hopscotch

Hopscotch is coding made for you.
Learn to code by making things you enjoy playing. With
Hopscotch, you get a blank canvas for your imagination, a
community filled with inspiration, and an audience to begin
using your products the moment you publish them.
Pyonkee is a new dynamic media for developing various
ideas. By combining visual blocks, kids/adults are able to
create original games, animations, and stories on their own.
This uses programming skills to create these exciting
projects.

Lego Movie
Maker

Create your own Lego Movie style films using Lego
characters and scenes. Add sound effects and voice over to
these animations to create your own Lego film.

Epic Citadel

Are you ready to explore the realm of the Epic Citadel and
all the beautiful secrets it holds?
Have a look around a city from years ago. What can you
spot? Where do you end up?

Morfo

Use Morfo to quickly turn a photo of your friend's face
into a talking, dancing, crazy 3D character!
Once captured, you can make your friend say anything you
want in a silly voice, rock out, wear makeup, sport a pair of
huge green cat eyes, suddenly gain 300lbs, and more.
Get kids hooked on coding within minutes!
Lightbot : Code Hour is a programming puzzle game- a game
whose game mechanics require using programming logic to
solve levels. This short teaser is meant to introduce players
to programming who may have little to no experience.
Simply guiding a robot to light up tiles and solve levels using
commands, Lightbot cultivates a real understanding of
procedures, loops, and conditionals.

Scratch Jr

Sumdog

Kahoot

Transfer

With Scratch Jr, young children (ages 5-7) learn important new
skills as they program their own interactive stories and games.
By snapping together graphical programming blocks, children can
make characters move, jump, dance, and sing. In the process,
children learn to solve problems, design projects, and express
themselves creatively on the computer. They also use math and
language in a meaningful and motivating context. With Scratch Jr,
children don’t just learn to code, they code to learn.
Millions of students worldwide play Sumdog's multiplayer games,
to learn mathematics, reading and writing.
This app currently has fifteen of Sumdog's most popular games
with more being adding. To play, login with your normal Sumdog
details.
Play fun, social learning games for any subject..
Join games instantly and easily.

Photo Transfer App allows you to quickly copy photos and
videos between your iPhone, iPad, Mac or PC using your local
wifi network.

